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Introduction and Motivation

- Early performance testing and benchmarking is critical in building databases and distributed systems
- Tests must be reproducible
  - Hardware
  - OS configuration
  - Application-level tuning
  - Test Workload
- Fallout specifies all of the above using a single YAML-based configuration
  - ...and also captures this information in results
Introduction and Motivation

● Tests must be automatable
  ● Automation is driven via Jenkins talking to a REST API
● Manual tests are still possible
Background and History

- Good but limited tools
- We wanted to test:
  - with more tools
  - in more environments
- A new system had to:
  - provide a single interface for multiple teams to run test and benchmarking tools
  - be configurable with simple files that described real-world systems and workloads
  - capture and preserve artifacts alongside the test results
  - be easy to use
gke

Provisioner for the Google Kubernetes Engine.
Prefix: fallout.provisioner.kubernetes.google.
Example: No specific example usage, but see the general examples on github

properties:

- name: project
  description: Google Cloud Project to create the cluster within.
  required: yes

- name: region
  description: Region in which to provision the kubernetes cluster.

- name: zone
  description: The zone in which to provision all nodes.

- name: machine_type
  description: Machine type of the nodes provisioned in the kubernetes cluster. See <a>https://cloud.google.com/compute/docs/machine-types</a> for a complete list of valid machine types.
  required: yes

- name: cluster_version
  description: GKE version of the cluster.

- name: create_extra_args
  description: Any extra arguments which should be passed to the create command.

- name: gcloud_service_account
  description: Email of the service account which will execute all gcloud commands. Defaults to user profile.
200 tests/day
Fallout Server

Fallout Core

setup -> workload -> teardown + artifact collection -> artifact checking

sends aggregate data to

hunter -> History Server
Implementation

- Fallout is implemented in Java
- Test configuration is in YAML
- There is usually a 1:1 mapping between YAML configuration <-> Java
- A test definition has two sections
  - Ensemble
  - Workload
**Ensemble: Nodes and NodeGroups**

- An Ensemble represents all the NodeGroups in a test definition
- A NodeGroup is a cluster of one or more Nodes
- A Node is a single virtual machine instance
- Each NodeGroup has a role
  - Server(s)
  - Client(s)
  - Observer
  - Controller
Ensemble: Provisioners and ConfigurationManagers

- A NodeGroup is created and destroyed by a Provisioner
  - One Provisioner per NodeGroup
- Software is installed, configured, started and stopped on a NodeGroup by ConfigurationManagers
  - Ideally, one ConfigurationManager per software product
- Examples
  - Apache Cassandra
  - nosqlbench
Ensemble: NodeGroup Lifecycle

- NodeGroups have State
- A state machine decides whether to apply a Provisioner or the ConfigurationManagers for a NodeGroup as a function of
  - The current state
  - The desired state
- State is detected at runtime if unknown
  - Some level of reuse between test runs is possible
Workload: stages

- Split into three stages:
  - Module execution phases
  - Checkers
  - Artifact Checkers
Workload: Modules and Providers

- Modules encapsulate operations on the Ensemble
  - nosqlbench
  - cassandra-stress
  - chaos-mesh
  - Bash
- Modules perform operations using Providers
  - Installed by Provisioners and ConfigurationManagers on the Nodes of a NodeGroup
  - Also used for validation of test definitions
Workload: Checkers and Artifact Checkers

- Checkers
  - nofail
- Artifact Checkers
  - systemlog
  - hdrtool
Performance Reports

- Client performance metrics
- HDR Histogram format
- The hdrtool artifact checker also generates performance reports
- The performance tool allows generating reports across different test runs
Performance Reports

ec2 stability - stress-insert_standard:insert-st

Choose metric: Ops/Sec
Choose operation(s): stress-insert_standard:insert-st
Operation filter (regex): .+
Data smoothing: None
Show aggregates ✓
Min ops filter: 0
Zoom: reset
x min 0 x max 5.58
y min 0 y max 364268
To hide/show a dataset click on the associated colored box
History Server

- Graphite + Grafana server
- Stores aggregated metrics
  - Created by hdrtool
  - Posted to graphite by fallout
  - Triggered by haxx calling a fallout REST API
- Used to track aggregate performance of a product + test scenario across successive development versions
- Storage is very efficient, thanks to aggressive Graphite retention policy
History Server
Lessons Learned

- Configuration files should be short and expressive
- Templating for configuration files encourages reuse
- Tests need access to external files
- Long-running tests benefit from semantic checks and idempotency
Related Work

- MockFog 2.0
- Adelphi
- MongoDB’s Distributed Systems Infrastructure
- ...and more
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Example of Sample Code

**Change code font to** Roboto Mono and place a light grey box behind it.

This sample works by first making a connection to a Cassandra instance, this is defaulted to localhost. Once the Cluster object has been built the mapping between the User object and the users table is created using this code:

```csharp
MappingConfiguration.Global.Define(
    new Map<User>()
    .TableName("users")
    .PartitionKey(u => u.UserId)
    .Column(u => u.UserId, cm => cm.WithName("id"));
```

**Running**

To run this application use the following command:

dotnet run

This will produce output similar to the following:

- Retrieved 5 users
- Retrieved 1 users
- Retrieved UserId: 32e40afe-27e2-4509-9df9-a89468993d68, Name: User 0, Age: 0
- Retrieved UserId: 32e40afe-27e2-4509-9df9-a89468993d68, Name: User 0, Age: 0
“Quote lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit, sed diam nonummy nibh euismod expananadium.”

Firstname Lastname in 14pt Roboto Bold
Title and company in 12pt Roboto
Quote lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam nonummy nibh euismod expanadium.
Quote lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam nonummy nibh euismod expanadium.
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# Table Example 2

<table>
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Transformational Outcome Examples

**Customer Acquisition**
- System of record for 151M users
- Supporting $85B in customer data
- 100% uptime across 5 datacenters

**Operational Scale**
- Powering front and back-office services
- Migration of legacy Oracle technology
- Global replication and 100% uptime

**Digital Payments and Security**
- Millions of savings through fraud detection
- Application that integrates ML in real-time
- No downtime, scale easily for peak season
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Operations</th>
<th>People</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Defining a data strategy</td>
<td>Organizational silos</td>
<td>Legacy processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of data analytical skills</td>
<td>Resistance to change</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Defining a data strategy
- Organizational silos
- Legacy processes
- Lack of data analytical skills
- Resistance to change
Defining a data strategy

- Organizational silos
- Legacy processes
- Lack of data analytical skills
- Resistance to change
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